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IMW Industries Ltd. is a North American company located in Canada with over 100 years of manufacturing experience. In 
1912, IMW started as a Blacksmith shop in Chilliwack, BC and was named Ironsides Machining & Welding, marking the 
beginning of IMW's journey. As a leading manufacturer of Natural Gas Compression Systems in the alternative energy industry, 
IMW has supplied over 3,000 compression units worldwide in Midstream, Industrial and Distribution markets since 1984.
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IMW's TrailerdecantCNG provides a high-flow and 
efficient solution for industrial gas trailer offloa-
ding applications, to ensure maximum offloading 
with high-flow efficiency.

TrailerdecantCNG

IMW's Defueling Panel is designed to off-load gas 
from vehicles in a compact and easy-to-install 
package, making it suitable for various needs.

Defueling Panel

GAS OFFLOADING SOLUTIONS

IMW's PRS-500 is a compact gas 
offloading equipment that 
incorporate a PRS and a decant 
post combined in one design. 
Electric gas heating that provides 
efficient and continuous gas 
supply.

PRS-500

CleanPRS is a compact and 
reliable gas supply system with
a robust design that minimizes 
pressure drop and provides a
well controlled outlet pressure.

CleanPRS

Zero-E is a compact and reliable 
pressure reduction unit built to 
reduce carbon footprint and 
provide efficient gas supply with 
reliable outlet pressure and 
controlled temperature for 
various applications.

Zero-E

IMW roots go back over 100
years to a Blacksmith’s shop
in Chilliwack, BC Canada,
where Ironsides Machining
& Welding was established

1912

IMW enters CNG Business
providing CNG fueling
systems for CNG station
operators

1984

IMW Subsidiary opens in Colombia
to serve South  America region
with equipment, parts, technical
support and localized assembly
of Gas Storage and Dispensers

2004

IMW joint CLNE making it the
largest provider of natural gas 
supply solutions for
transportation in North America

2010

IMW opened a service
center in Peru2011

On November 27th, Landi Renzo
and Clean Energy Fuel announced
the merger of SAFE with Clean
Energy Compression (IMW)

2017

COMPANY SQM (SQF)

ENTIRE PREMISES

PRODUCTION

OFFICES

74,000 (796,529)

65,000 (699,654)

9,000 (96,875)

BENEFITSEXISTING EQUIPMENT

RELIABLE AND CONTINUOUS GAS SUPPLY
IMW’s Gas Offloading solutions are designed to ensure
a dependable and continuous gas supply, allowing an 
efficient operation.

OPTIMAL GAS SUPPLY
IMW’s equipment features advanced technology that 
delivers precise and stable outlet pressure and 
temperature, tailored to meet the needs of specific 
applications, ensuring optimal performance and efficiency.

COMPACT AND EASY-TO-INSTALL SOLUTIONS
Our equipment is designed to be compact and easy to 
install, reducing installation time and cost. This makes it 
the right solution for various applications, including small 
installations, offering flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
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